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Abstract. The development of intelligent environments from scratch
means an arduous and complex process. In these environments, the integration of sensors and the design of processing information in real time
are key aspects in order to generate feasible solutions. To shed light on
this context, in this contribution, we present an architecture for information processing based on object distribution services. The capture and
processing of data are developed ubiquitously within mobile devices and
ambient computers by means of peer to peer based on fuzzy temporal
subscriptions. The main advantage of the use of fuzzy temporal subscriptions is that the information is received by a subscriber when it reaches
a desired level of relevance for this subscriber, implying a decrease in
the communication burden in the architecture. In order to illustrate the
usefulness and eﬀectiveness of our proposal, a scene of an user performing an activity in an intelligent environment is described by means of
his interactions with the environmental objects and the identiﬁcation of
users by marker-based tracking.
Keywords: Intelligent environments · Ambient middleware · Object
distribution services · Real-time processing · Marker-based tracking

1

Introduction

Internet of Things (IoT) [23] is emerging as a new paradigm where Ambient
Intelligence [30] and Ubiquitous Computing [29] converge [21]. These paradigms
locate the information processing in the everyday objects properly, but there
are new challenges which arise in order to develop collective intelligence in these
frameworks.
In this context, there are two key issues that should be addressed. On the
one hand, the integration of the heterogeneous data and, on the other hand, the
information processing.
The ﬁrst issue is the integration of data from heterogeneous sources, which
is critical to provide an aﬄuent ambient layer. There is a wide range of sensors
that can be deployed in an intelligent environment that collect multiple data,
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such as, mobile, wearables, ambient devices. The mobile devices integrate movement, location and connectivity by means of sensors and wide-range protocols
(accelerometer, GPS, NFC, Wi-Fi, etc.). Meanwhile, ambient devices are collecting information from our environment using low-power protocols (Z-Wave or
ZigBee) in light sensors, or WLAN protocols in vision or audio sensors.
In summary, each sensor can send and receive the data from the sensor network in the lowest level of the communication layer providing physical interaction with the hardware. To do so, there are diﬀerent languages or platforms in
the sensor network such as C++, Android, Objective-C, Java or Ruby. Because
of this, the mosaic of devices, languages and protocols needs for be accessible
homogeneously to develop real scenes with heterogeneous sensors.
The second issue is the information processing that requires structural data
and procedures to generate new information from low-layer information [10]. In
the literature, several approaches have been proposed to manage these issues,
in which the eﬀorts have been focused on providing general and ad hoc models.
With respect to the standard structural models, it is noteworthy SensorML [2],
developed by Open Geospatial Consortium which includes geolocation or discovering in a XML schema. Concerning the semantic annotating for sensors, it is
relevant the W3C Semantic Sensor Networks (SSN) speciﬁcations [4,8]. Regarding ad hoc models, there are approaches which provide own models which ﬁt
better within ad hoc reasoning processes or streaming requirements [3,7,24,25].
Furthermore, a key aspect in the second issue is the middleware infrastructure in which input/output data are connected by remote services in distributed
environments. The adequate distribution of services in ambient environments
is vital to provide sensitivity to real time [1] for distributing the information
processing in several central processing units [17,27]. There are several relevant
open middlewares that provide sturdy solutions in ubiquitous and ambient contexts. Among them, it is noteworthy ZeroC Ice [11,28] that is an object-oriented
distributed computing tool with support for several languages and platforms as
well as Global Sensor Network (GSN) that applies sliding window management
[26] in changing data stream [14]. Finally, OpenIot increases the characteristics
of GSN adding top-k subscriptions over sliding windows (top-k/w subscriptions)
[20] and semantic open-linked data techniques. The subscription process has
been demonstrated to be adequate for IoT, highlighting the implementation of
Data Distribution Service for Real-Time Systems (DDS) by Object Management
Group (OMG)1 .
The aim of this contribution is to provide a straightforward architecture to
process heterogeneous information from real-time in intelligent environments.
This architecture is based on a peer-to-peer communication in which fuzzy relevant objects are distributed in subscriptions in a sliding window in time.
To do so, the contribution is structured as follows: the use of appropriate
techniques in our proposal is discussed in Sect. 2 and the proposed architecture is
described in Sect. 3. In Sect. 4, a scene developed under the proposed architecture
1
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using video processing as well as ambient and mobile sensors is described. Finally,
in Sect. 5, conclusions and future works are pointed out.

2

Requirements and Cost-Value Approach

This contribution is focused on the development of an straightforward architecture in which heterogeneous information provided by a sensor network is spread
in real time.
To do so, it is necessary to process the information provided by mobile,
ambient and vision sensors. Some previous solutions deal with data using heavy
computing techniques in desktop computers, delegating light devices to wrappers
of raw data. For example, GSN needs for MySQL to manage and store the data
streams or OpenIot provides subscription services just in server side. Moreover,
there are some problems to integrate GSN in light devices within other platforms
or languages [9].
In this contribution, a minimum scalable architecture is proposed in which
each sensor (mobiles, ambient and vision) sends stream of processed data to
subscribers in a dynamic way. Furthermore, each sensor transmits its streams in
real time to top-k/w subscriptions [20] under a fuzzy [31] approach based on the
relevant information for each subscription. The main advantage of this fact is
that the centralization is not necessary, providing a peer-to-peer communication
where the most relevant fuzzy objects are distributed in a sliding window in
time.
Furthermore, due to the fact that each sensor depends on each manufacturer
platform, a metalanguage middleware is required in order to deploy the subscription services. In this contribution, ZeroC Ice is chosen as middleware because it
supports transparent communication for several languages (C++, .NET, Java,
Python, Objective-C, Ruby, PHP, and JavaScript) and protocols (TCP, UPD
and SSL).
Finally, regarding data representation, a fuzzy Entity-Attribute-Value (EAV)
model [22] is proposed in order to describe objects from the ambient environment.
This basic similar description for semantic representation is used in OpenIot by
means of Resource Description Framework and the Linked Sensor Middleware
[15]. As is detailed in next sections, the entity-attribute-value model is suitable
to decompose the objects in distributed nodes and to integrate them in real time.

3

Architecture for Distributed Fuzzy EAVs in alpha/w
Subscriptions

In this section, the proposed architecture for streaming fuzzy objects under the
subscription paradigm with relevant information is described. Figure 1 illustrates
the processing and ﬂow of information from devices to subscribers under our
approach that are described in detail in the following subsections. To do so,
ﬁrst, the meta model based on a fuzzy representation of EAVs is presented for
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Fig. 1. Flow of information from devices to subscribers

deﬁning the relevance of each data source. Then, the relevant information to be
transmitted is deﬁned by Top-α/w distributed publishers/subscriber. Finally,
the dynamic nature of the architecture is addressed.
3.1

Metadata Model: Fuzzy Temporal EAV

In this section, the fuzzy version of EAV to handle imprecise environmental
object representations in our proposal is described.
Fuzzy entities, attributes and values has been used satisfactorily in many
real-world applications due to information is often vague or ambiguous [18],
providing the following advantages: (i) flexibility to represent concepts, physical
or virtual objects, (ii) data processing independence and (iii) interoperability to
be analyzed and processed by computers or humans.
The proposed environmental model is deﬁned as a set of fuzzy temporal
entities within a set of attributes wit a set of fuzzy temporal values. This representation comes from a generalization of an ad hoc structure [3].
The temporal dimension of the data from mobile, ambient and vision source
has been deﬁned by a time-stamp that inserts the reading or changing data in
milliseconds in the Unix time format. This stamp is used from sliding window
to stream the most recent data at an interval in time.
The relevance of data has been deﬁned by a fuzzy value between [0,1] [31] that
is estimated by the publisher. Therefore, each node that generates and streams
the data must deﬁne how relevant are the data, based on the context of the measure. For example, it can represent the probability, uncertainty or importance,
enabling subscribers to apply an alpha-cut [31] to receive only relevant data.
So, each fuzzy temporal EAV in our proposal is deﬁned by the following
elements:
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Id. An universal identiﬁer of the object.
Type. A type description of the entity (e.g. Person, Mobile, Ambient Device).
Relevance. A fuzzy relevance value between [0,1].
Stamp. A time stamp from the last modiﬁcation in milliseconds.
Attributes. A set of attributes that characterized the object in which each
attribute is deﬁned by
• Id. An universal identiﬁer of the attribute.
• Type. A type description of the attribute (e.g. Location, Movement,
Open).
• Values. A set of values where each value is deﬁned by
• Type. The nature of the value (e.g. Integer, Double, String, Float,
Location2D, Location3D).
• Relevance. A fuzzy relevance value between [0,1].
• Stamp. A time stamp from the last modiﬁcation in milliseconds.

3.2

Top-α/w Distributed Publishers/subscribers

Our approach in based on a peer to peer communication based on fuzzy temporal subscriptions to transmit preprocessed information, which is relevant to the
subscriber, oﬀering a distributed ubiquitous (mobile, ambient or desktop) sensor
network.
This approach provides several advantages:
– The information processing is distributed in several central processing units.
– The subscribers can deﬁne (as far as possible) the time and relevant data for
notiﬁcation.
– The subscribers obtain processed instead of raw data facilitating the handle
of their own information management.
In order to deﬁne the relevant data, each subscriber can deﬁne temporal
constrains and a fuzzy threshold of relevance:
– TNotiﬁcation. The minimal time that the publish must wait to notify to the
subscriber.
– TWindow. The temporal window of relevant data to be summarized. This is,
the set of values where t − stamp < T W indow, where t is current time.
– Alpha-Cut. The minimal alpha value of relevance that entities and values
must overcome. The publisher apply this alpha-cut ﬁltering the objects where
relevance > α.
– Aggregation operator ∪. Based on the nature of data, subscribers can specify optionally an operator to summarize the data, for example: min, max or
average. If there not exists any operator, all samples where relevance > α in
the temporal window are sent.
In the publisher side, the devices receive the data from their sensors, storing
them in a temporal window. When the notiﬁcation time interval of each subscriber expires, they send the relevant data applying the fuzzy temporal ﬁltering,
see Fig. 1. In this approach, the crisp deﬁnition of the temporal component is
required to avoid the possible duplication of data in consecutive intervals due to
vague or imprecise temporal windows.
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Description of a Real Scene Based on Fuzzy EAVs in
alpha/w Subscription

In this section, a description of a real scene in an intelligent environment is
presented, which is modeled and processed under our proposed architecture.
The presented scene show an a user makes a tea in an intelligent environment,
speciﬁcally in a kitchen. First of all, the user goes into the kitchen and takes
a cup from the cupboard. Then, he ﬁlls the cup of water and heats it in the
microwave. Finally, he drinks the tea and goes out of the room.
In the following subsection, the sensor network of the intelligent environment
is described in which the scene has been carried out and, then, the real-time
publishers/subscribers are indicated.
4.1

Sensor Network of the Intelligent Environment

The sensor network in the kitchen integrates several sensors that provided heterogeneous data:
– Mobile devices that provide information of the scene in terms of accelerometer
and touching tags (NFC).
– Ambient sensors based on switch that are located at the doors that separates the areas of the smart environment, the doors of some home appliances
(microwave, fridge, etc.) as well as at the doors of kitchen furniture.
– Vision sensor and vision marks. The vision sensor corresponds with an IP
camera that records the images from the scene and provide the location and
identiﬁcation using vision marks located in a T-shirt with four vision markers,
see Fig. 2.
It is noteworthy that in this scene a T-shirt has been worn by the user that
includes four id markers (two larger in frontal and back side and two smaller

Fig. 2. (A) A frame and mark detection from scene (B) Projection of 3D positions
from tracker publisher in room map.
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in sleeves) in order to identify the user and his location by using an open
source project: Minimal library for Augmented Reality applications (Aruco) [6]
to detect markers.
So, candidate markers are detected, obtaining the identiﬁers and calculates
the rotation and translation transformation matrix (R,S). Moreover, providing
the real size of markers, the model view projection matrix (H) is obtained to
estimate a 3D position from marker view to 3D position from the camera view.
Finally, a naive modiﬁcation has been integrated to provide the dynamic size of
marker based on its identiﬁer.
4.2

Real-Time Publishers/Subscribers

One of the main advantages of our proposal is that data processing is distributed.
In the proposed scene, the following nodes have been deployed:
– A mobile publisher. This node is a multi-sensor source that streams motion
from an accelerometer and reading events from NFC tags using a top-α/w
processing. On the accelerometer signal, a single raw value of motion has been
calculated as the 
square root of the sum of the squares of the components X, Y
and Z motion = x2 + y 2 + z 2 . Besides, it is included a fuzziﬁcation process
to estimate the relevance of the fuzzy object based on the motion value using
a membership function of a fuzzy set which represents the concept of being in
movement. The membership degree is calculated by a linear increasing membership function I[a, b], where lower or equal values to a are 0, greater or equal
to b are 1, and a linear function that changes smoothly from 0 to 1 in a straight
line in values between a and b. In this case, the domain values from the mobile
2
accelerometer are in range [0, 2] m/s and we have deﬁned a linear increasing
function I[0, 0.5] that calculates the relevance of motion values from mobile
sensor in range [0, 1].
The semantic of the tags in the scene simulates the automatic opening door
of the kitchen using a NFC tag. In Fig. 3, we show the events received (in
red dots) when the user enters and leaves the room. Any fuzziﬁcation has
been associated to NFC events where relevance has been evaluated as 1 (crisp
value).
In addition, using the Google Account Id from the mobile, we can identify
the user and generate an ad hoc fuzzy EAV for each mobile. An example of stream data from mobile publisher is: {id : “P erryM ason”, stamp :
1432207248128}, attributes : [“M ovement” : {value : 7.3, relevance :
0.9, stamp : 1432207248118}, “T ag” : {value : “touchoven”, relevance :
1.0, stamp : 1432207248081}].
– An ambient publisher. This node streams open/closed events from ambient
sensor based on switch using a top-α/w processing.
The open/close sensor returns asynchronously two trigger: a change of state
and low-battery state. We include a fuzziﬁcation process to estimate the
relevance of the fuzzy objects from the change of state based on the lowbattery messages. When a low-battery state is included in the measure, we set
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relevance = 0.5. Otherwise, relevance = 1.0. In addition, using the id from
each ambient sensor, we can generate an ad hoc fuzzy EAV for each measure.
An example of stream data from ambient publisher is:{id : “Oven”, stamp :
1432207248128}, attributes : [“Open” : {value : true, relevance : 0.5, stamp :
1432207248118}].
In Fig. 3 are shown the events received in the scene from a subscriber. These
are, three events (in green dots) when the user opens the cupboard and when
he opens the microwave.
– An tracker publisher. This node streams location and identiﬁcation events
from users using a top-α/w processing.
The 3D location and the user identiﬁcation has been integrated in a
stream publisher within Aruco detection. A temporal fuzziﬁcation has
been associated to 3D positions where relevance has been evaluated using
linear increasing membership function I[T W indow, 0] that prioritizes the
most recent data in the interval [t0 − T W indow, t0 ] using the diﬀerence between the current time t0 and the time of the mark detection
stamp. This semantic represents An example of stream data is: {id :
“P erryM ason”, stamp : 1432207248128}, attributes : [“Location3D” :
{value : XY Z(4.25, 2.70, 1.23), relevance : 0.8, stamp : 1432207248118}].
In Fig. 2 the 3D transformations from the real scene into a sketch map are
depicted. Table 1 shows the performance of vision markers to identify and track
the user. The detection percentage in the scene is signiﬁcant (closer to 40 %),
providing a smooth tracking. The average of distance to consecutive marker
detection is 2,67, this is, the number of frames between a marker detection
and the next. However, there is a lack of information in non frontal poses, as
the value of maximal distance to consecutive marker detection determines. It is
shown in Fig. 2: with red ellipse, the lack of markers when the T-shirt is distorted
by drinking cup movements; with blue ellipse, the undetected cornered frames
when user leaves the room. At the end of this movements, the sleeve markers,
Table 1. Statistical data from marker detection
Number of frames

583

Number of marker detections (ms)

219

Percentage of marker detection

37,57 %

Average time of marker detection

55,47 ms

Number of frontal and back marker detections

212

Number of sleeve marker detections

7

Average of distance to consecutive marker detection

2,67

Standard deviation of distance to consecutive marker detection 10,86
Max of distance to consecutive marker detection

131
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Table 2. Data stream reduction from accelerometer in mobile device
Number of samples from accelerometer (ns) in mobile device 873
Samples from accelerometer per second

19,41

Number of aggregated samples from accelerometer in
T N otif ication = 1000 ms

43

Number of accelerometer events from subscriptions (αs)
32
T N otif ication = 1000 ms, T W indow = 1000 ms, α = 0.15
and ∪ = M AX
Ratio of reduction (ns/αs)

27,28

Table 3. Data stream reduction from vision sensor
Number of marker detections (ms)

219

Number of events from vision sensor from subscriptions (αs) with
T N otif ication = 1000 ms, T W indow = 1000 ms, α = 0.15 and
∪ = M AX

17

Ratio of reduction (ms/αs)

12,89

Fig. 3. Stream events from mobile and ambient publishers. α = 0.15, T W indow =
1000 ms, T N otif ication = 1000 ms. Accelerometer aggregator ∪ = M AX. None ambient and NFC aggregator (Color ﬁgure online).

however they are not numerous, provide a vital information to track the user
when goes out of the room.
On the other hand, the data stream reduction from accelerometer and vision
sensor, which generate both high-frequency data, with T N otif ication = 1000 ms
and α = 0.15 subscriptions are shown in Tables 2 and 3. We highlight the significant ratio reduction from number of raw data to events from subscription.
The collected data from the scene are accessible in the URL2 .
2

http://ceatic.ujaen.es/smartlab/ucami smartlab scene.zip.
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Conclusions and Future Works

In this contribution a lightweight distributed architecture for intelligence environments in real time has been presented. We have evaluated previous open
approaches focusing on the information processing in centralized computers, such
as GNS or OpenIot.
For this reason, interesting topics included in GSN or OpenIot has been
translated to our solution using an open multi platform middleware (ZeroC
Ice). We have proposed an architecture based on top-k/w subscription, which
restricts information processing to a certain window of relevant elements recently
observed on the stream, which we call as α/w subscription. So, we have proposed
a fuzzy processing of objects conducted in light devices where each subscriber
can deﬁned a alpha-cut of relevance. Other parameters to enrich the information processing to the context of the user, such as parametrizing membership
function [16], are going to be considered in future works.
Concerning the data representation model, we have deﬁned a distributed
fuzzy entity-attribute-value scheme integrated in the middleware. Related works
use similar models, such as Tuple Space, in mobile middlewares due to their
simplicity, ﬂexibility, performance and scalability [5,19].
In the design of the architecture, we have deﬁned a publisher/subscriber
model that is dynamically linked by machine-to-machine communications. This
paradigm increases the composition of interactive capabilities in the IoT [13]. In
results, we have developed a real scene where three distributed nodes publish
data from mobile devices, ambient sensors and video processing in real time.
The scene integrates a video processing based on vision marker tracking in order
to capture the identiﬁcation and the location of the users. The results show an
encouraging performance.
In future works, we aim to use these id vision marks in vision sensor with camera auto-calibration, where static marks located in walls determine the absolute
location of users. In addition, it will be useful in multi-occupancy, identifying
the activities of several users in the same space and associating activities based
on multi sensors events.
Acknowledgements. This contribution has been supported by research projects:
CEATIC-2013-001, UJA2014/06/14 and TIN-2012-31263.
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